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Abstract
The branching ratio of the radiative  decay 
 
! 
 




 has been measured
using data collected with the OPAL detector at LEP. The result is
B(
 
! 
 




)= (3:0 0:4 0:5) 10
 3
for photon energies above 20MeV measured in
the  rest frame. The result is in good agreement with the Standard Model expectation.
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Introduction
The leptonic branching fractions of  lepton decays have been precisely measured by many
experiments [1, 2, 3]. These measurements, together with the measurements of the mass of
the  lepton and its lifetime, constitute an important test of the Standard Model and provide
evidence for the universality of the electroweak lepton couplings [4]. The decay
1

 
! l
 

l


,
where l = e; , involves radiative corrections to the 
 
! l
 

l


decay. The dierential decay
rate for the process 
 
! 
 




 can be obtained from the expression for the analogous decay

 
! e
 

e


 which has been calculated by several authors [5]. The photon in the nal state
is sensitive to right-handed couplings of the daughter lepton in the decay [6, 7]. In the present
measurement, limited statistics do not permit a measurement of couplings outside the Standard
Model. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to comparing the integrated branching fraction with the
value that emerges from the standard event simulation Monte Carlo (MC) programs [8, 9, 10],
which include the theoretical description of this decay.
Within the Standard Model the radiative decay of the  to a muon, two neutrinos, and a
photon is described at the tree level by the two diagrams shown in g. 1. A third process, with
a photon radiating from the intermediate W, is not shown because it is strongly suppressed by
a factor involving the W mass. Final-state radiation (FSR) in the  -pair production process
W-
τ- ν−
W-
τ- ν
−
µ-ντ
µ
γ
ντ
γ
µ
µ-
a) b)
Figure 1: (a) and (b) show processes contributing to the radiative muonic  decay, 
 
!

 




.
e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
, in which the photon does not originate from the  decay process itself, is
considered as background in this analysis.
The rst measurement of the radiative branching fraction in leptonic  decays was performed by
MARK II [11] at an e
+
e
 
centre-of-mass energy of 29 GeV. The result was B(
 
! 
 




) =
(2:3  1:1)  10
 3
for E


> 37MeV, where E


is the photon energy in the  rest frame. The
photon energy spectrum rises steeply for small photon energies. Therefore any measurement
of the radiative branching fraction has to be made above some threshold energy in the  rest
frame. Here we report on the rst measurement of 
 
! 
 




 obtained at LEP, for photon
energies E


> 20MeV, using data collected with the OPAL detector in the years 1991 to 1994,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 130 pb
 1
.
1
References in this paper to specic charge states apply to the charge conjugate states as well.
4
Experimental Considerations
The OPAL detector at LEP is described in detail elsewhere [12]. The detector components
important for this analysis are briey mentioned here. Tracking is performed by the central
tracking chambers which consist of a silicon microvertex detector surrounding the beam pipe, a
precision vertex drift chamber covering radii from 10 cm to 21 cm, followed by the jet chamber
which extends to a radius of 185 cm. Precise measurements of the z-coordinate
2
are provided by
stereo wires of the vertex drift chamber and by the z-chambers located outside the jet chamber
in the region j cos j  0:72. A 0.435T axial magnetic eld is provided by a solenoid. Outside
the magnet coil is the electromagnetic calorimeter which in the barrel region consists of 9440
lead glass blocks of 1010 cm
2
front cross section and a depth of 24.6 radiation lengths. Each
block covers an angular region of  2:3
o
in  and in , approximately pointing towards the
interaction region. The non-pointing endcaps were not used in this analysis. In front of the
electromagnetic calorimeter in the barrel lies a time-of-ight detector and a preshower system
(presampler) consisting of limited streamer tubes. The hadronic calorimeter, which lies outside
the electromagnetic calorimeter, is a sampling device with up to 9 layers of limited streamer
tubes instrumenting the iron of the magnet return yoke. Muon chambers are located outside
the hadron calorimeter.
At centre-of-mass energies of 91GeV  leptons from e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
receive a large Lorentz
boost and hence decay into two narrow, low multiplicity jets, which are almost back to back.
Therefore most photons radiated in leptonic  decays lie very close to the charged lepton creating
only a single cluster of energy deposition in the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). Only in
the rare case when the photon is emitted at a relatively large angle with respect to the ight
direction of the daughter lepton can more than one ECAL cluster be resolved. Muons leave a
relatively small energy deposit in the ECAL, typically 400MeV, which is largely independent of
the muon momentum. Hence radiative decays, 
 
! 
 




, can generally be identied only
by reconstructing the photon from the energy deposit in the ECAL cluster associated with the
muon track. The branching fraction strongly depends on the minimum photon energy chosen
in the selection. Because of this dependence, the knowledge of the reconstructed photon energy
from the overlapping muon and photon cluster will be the main systematic uncertainty in the
analysis.
In addition to the selection of 
 
! 
 




() candidate events, the number of background
events, the selection eciency, and the total number of produced  pairs are needed in order
to calculate the branching fraction. The important backgrounds for this study come from non-
minimum ionizing interactions of muons in the ECAL, which we refer to as \muon interactions",
giving rise to fake photon candidates, and from residual hadronic  decay background in the
sample. The background, scaled to the number of produced  pairs, and the selection eciency
are obtained from Monte Carlo simulation, and checked against control samples in the data.
2
The z-coordinate is dened along the e
 
-beam direction, from which the polar angle  is measured. The
azimuth  is dened by having x pointing to the centre of LEP and y upwards.
5
Event Selection
The data used in this analysis are selected using a three step procedure. A sample of e
+
e
 
!

+

 
events is selected rst, followed by the identication of muonic  decays
3
, 
 
! 
 




().
Finally, in a third step, radiative 
 
! 
 




 decays are identied by reconstructing the
photon.
In the rst step, the OPAL standard  selection [13], all tracks and electromagnetic clusters
within a cone of 35
o
half opening angle are grouped together and considered to be the decay
products of one  lepton. The selection requires exactly two such cones with at least one good
track in each cone. Discrimination against multihadronic background is obtained via cuts on the
number of tracks and clusters in the event. Background from cosmic rays is suppressed mainly
by requirements on the time-of-ight signal. Cuts on the visible energy and the acollinearity
of the cones remove background from two-photon events. In order to remove background from
Bhabha scattering and  pair events additional cuts are applied on the momenta and the energy
deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter as well as on signals from the muon chambers. A
sample of 74 769  pair candidate events in the barrel region of the detector, j cos j < 0:68,
results from applying this selection to the 1991-1994 data sample. The background in this
sample from other types of events is estimated from Monte Carlo to be (1.70  0.12)% [3].
In the second step candidates for muonic  decays are selected from the e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
sample using a channel likelihood technique. Probabilities for an event to belong to a spe-
cic decay mode are calculated using several variables, comparing the measured values with
reference distributions generated by Monte Carlo. The probabilities for the dierent variables
are combined in a likelihood value for each decay channel. A more detailed account of this
technique is described in a previous publication [14]. In this analysis four detector variables
are used in the likelihood selection:
 the specic ionization energy loss, dE/dx, measured for a track in the central jet chamber,
 the total number of hit layers in the outer three layers of the hadron calorimeter and the
layers of the muon chambers,
 the average number of hits per hit layer in the hadron calorimeter,
 the logarithm of the 
2
probability for the matching of a track segment in the muon
chamber with the extrapolated track from the jet chamber.
The dE/dx expectation value for dierent decay channels, used in the rst variable, is calcu-
lated using a parametrization of the Bethe-Bloch formula including corrections specic to the
respective track environment [15]. After normalizing the sum of the likelihood values for all
channels to unity, a likelihood value for the muonic decay of at least 0.92 is demanded for a 
decay to be classied as 
 
! 
 




(). The likelihood distribution for muonic  decays in
the  event sample is shown in g. 2. A total of 20 926 
 
! 
 




() candidates are selected
by this likelihood technique with an estimated background of 2.5%. The variables used in the
3
By 
 
! 
 




() we denote both decay channels: 
 
! 
 




and 
 
! 
 




.
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Figure 2: The gure shows the muon likelihood distribution for the selected  decays. The
histogram is the Monte Carlo prediction in which the shaded part corresponds to background
from other  decays, while the points correspond to the data.
likelihood do not use ECAL or presampler information because this would bias the radiative
fraction in muonic  decays.
In the third step, muonic  decay candidates with photon radiation are selected by recon-
structing a photon in the ECAL. Because photon and muon clusters have a high probability to
overlap, the average energy deposit of a single muon is subtracted from the lead glass block asso-
ciated with the muon track in the jet chamber and then the cluster algorithm is re-run. Fig. 3 (a)
shows the distribution of energy deposited in the ECAL by single muons from e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
events for both the data and Monte Carlo. For this study, e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
events without photon
radiation have been selected using the -pair selection described in [13] and demanding a small
acollinearity angle (< 0:05
o
) of the muons as well as high muon momenta (> 44:5GeV). The
average energy deposit in the data is 420MeV with a spread (rms) of 150MeV, considering
energy depositions up to 1GeV. The corresponding average in the Monte Carlo simulation is
about 25MeV higher and the spread is about 20 MeV less. Hence dierent average muon ECAL
energy deposits are subtracted in data and Monte Carlo in order to reconstruct the photon.
Systematic uncertainties in the reconstructed energy and background due to the dierent spec-
tra for the observed energy deposition of muons in data and Monte Carlo are included in the
systematic studies of background and eciency described below. The energy deposit is in most
cases restricted to one ECAL block only and it is largely independent of the muon momentum
as demonstrated by g. 3 (b), which shows the same quantities as g. 3 (a) but for low energy
muons taken from 
 
! 
 




events.
Only events with two or fewer ECAL clusters in the cone of the considered  decay are
allowed for the photon reconstruction because events with more clusters have a high probability
of originating from background processes. If there is just one cluster remaining in the cone after
the average muon ECAL energy deposit has been removed, it is considered to be a photon. If
two separate clusters remain, the cluster which is closer to the charged track is assumed to
7
a) OPAL data
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Figure 3: (a) and (b) show the energy deposit of muons in the ECAL; the points with error bars
are taken from the data while the histograms show the Monte Carlo estimate. (a) is taken from
 pair events (45GeV) and (b) uses muons from 
 
! 
 




decays with less than 30GeV
energy.
result from a larger than average energy deposition by the muon. Hence the cluster which lies
further from the muon track is assumed to be due to the photon. An exception is made to this
in the case where the cluster closer to the muon is more energetic than the secondary cluster
and has an energy greater than 1.7GeV. In this case, the secondary cluster is ignored and the
closer cluster is designated the photon candidate. This exception was found to be necessary
from Monte Carlo studies in order to be less sensitive to secondary clusters originating from
shower uctuations.
Background to radiative  decay is expected from physics processes with photon radiation
from other sources, most notably nal state radiation from the  ,  bremsstrahlung in the ma-
terial in front of the ECAL and  pair production in e
+
e
 
as well as in two-photon annihilation
processes with FSR. Other sources of background arise from fake photons caused by muons \in-
teracting" in the ECAL, i.e. depositing much more than the average energy, and misclassied
hadronic  decays, especially those with 
0
's in the nal state. The various background sources
are listed in table 1 and are discussed further below. Additional cuts on ECAL variables are
applied in order to reduce these backgrounds:
 A minimum of 1GeV is demanded for the reconstructed photon. This minimum energy is
necessary in order to separate real photons from shower uctuations of the muon energy
deposit in the ECAL.
 Background from fake photons caused by muons that interact in the ECAL and deposit
much more than the average energy is further reduced by requiring that the number of
ECAL blocks in the cluster is at least three and that the fraction of the cluster energy
in the most energetic block is less than 90%. These background events look similar to
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 
! 
 




 events with a photon close to the muon track and remain the dominant
background source.
 Background from hadronic decay channels misidentied in the 
 
! 
 




() selection
is suppressed by requiring at most two ECAL clusters in the cone, and at most 8 ECAL
blocks in the cluster which is associated with the muon track.
 Background from FSR o the  is suppressed by requiring that the angle 

between the
muon track and the photon satises cos 

> 0:999.
 In order to remove background from  pair events passing the  pair selection and entering
the 
 
! 
 




() sample, the momentum of the track in the other cone is required to
be less than 90% of the beam energy.
 Finally, all events with muon tracks that lie closer than 0.5
o
in  to the anode planes of
the jet chamber are excluded in order to avoid systematic uncertainties. In this region
the reconstructed momenta tend to be less well measured in the data than in the Monte
Carlo simulation, and therefore a higher fraction of  pair background than expected
would enter the  sample if tracks near the anode plane were retained.
The 
 
! 
 




 selection yields 267 events. The selection eciency is determined using
Monte Carlo generated events with full simulation of the OPAL detector [12] based on GEANT
[16] to be (21:2 0:8) %.We have used the Monte Carlo generators KORALZ 4.0 [8], TAUOLA
2.4 [9], and PHOTOS 2.0 [10] to account for radiative corrections. The quoted error includes
Monte Carlo statistics and the systematic uncertainties described below. The largest ineciency
apart from the angular acceptance, which cuts away approximately 60% of the decays, comes
from cuts on the number of blocks in the ECAL cluster and the fraction of cluster energy in the
most energetic block, which are essential in order to reduce the main background from \muon
interactions".
Systematic Studies
Uncertainties in the measured energy from shower uctuations, energy resolution, and energy
calibration aect the branching fraction measurement because of the 1GeV photon energy cut-
o. These uncertainties inuence the selection eciency and the background from migration
across the 1GeV energy boundary. Accurate modelling of the interaction of muons in the
ECAL is crucial for correct reconstruction of the photon energy and for correct estimation of
background events from fake photons by \muon-interactions". Further systematic uncertainties
are introduced when determining the amount of other background sources from Monte Carlo
simulations and the number of  decays for the normalisation.
Reference samples of data and Monte Carlo events were compared in order to establish the
reliability of the Monte Carlo simulation of the background and the eciency. Any dierence
between reference data and Monte Carlo simulation is subsequently taken into account by
correction factors obtained from the observed ratio of the two. The total systematic error is
taken as the quadratic sum of the Monte Carlo statistical error and the uncertainty in the
9
correction factors. The latter is taken as the larger of either half of the deviation of the
correction factor from unity or the statistical uncertainty. No correction is applied if reference
data and Monte Carlo agree within errors.
The dierent selection steps are independently investigated for systematic eects.
 pair selection: Possible systematic biases in the  pair selection are expected to be of
the same size as those for the e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
line shape analysis [17] where a similar selection
is used. The systematic uncertainty of approximately 0.5% from the comparison of data and
Monte Carlo simulation constitutes an upper bound on the systematic uncertainty due to the
 pair selection.
The normalization for the branching fraction, i.e. the total number of  pair events, N

, is
obtained from the eciency and background corrected number of  pairs found in the prese-
lected lepton-pair events from which the  pairs were selected. The preselected lepton data are
a subset of the OPAL data with multihadron, two-photon and cosmic ray rejection but with
no explicit  ,  or e selection applied. Generally, the systematic errors on selecting  pairs is
expected to be smaller than for the selection of  pairs because of the clear signature of a 
pair event. Hence in the present analysis the normalization is done with  pair events assuming
lepton universality. The systematic errors of the lepton preselection and the  pair selection
have been studied in detail in [17]. The  pair selection eciency is (89.3  1.1)% according
to the Monte Carlo. The small corrections which are discussed in [17] are not applied here,
but the non- background of 1% and a systematic uncertainty corresponding to the total of all
corrections is taken into account. A total of 120 912  pair candidates was selected in the data
sample which then translates to a total of 133 970  1 690 produced  pairs.
Selection of 
 
! 
 




() events: Systematic eects resulting from the likelihood
selection of muons are investigated by comparing the eciency and the purity with reference
data. The eciency of the likelihood selection is checked using e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
events. Muons
from e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
events are tagged by identifying the track in the opposite cone as a clean
muon candidate. Such clean  candidates have been selected by requiring exactly one track,
which is identied as a muon by the HCAL and muon chambers, with more than 90% of the
beam energy and a small ECAL energy deposit (< 5GeV). The likelihood selection is then
applied to the other cone in data and Monte Carlo events. We nd agreement in the selection
eciency to within a relative error of 0.3%. This check is restricted to high energy muons
only. A further check is performed by determining the branching fraction for the muonic 
decays using this likelihood selection and comparing it with the OPAL measurement [2]. The
branching ratios agree within the relative error of 1.5%.
The purity of the likelihood selection is checked against data by testing the background from
hadronic  decays passing the likelihood selection. Here the Monte Carlo is compared with the
data using a reference sample of hadronic  decays selected by requiring a large ratio of ECAL
energy to track momentum, indicating that a 
0
is present in the decay, and an invariant mass
of the track and photon candidate larger than 500MeV. The fraction of these hadronic  decays
classied as muonic decays is found to dier between Monte Carlo and reference data by a factor
of 1.12  0.13, compatible with unity.
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The photon reconstruction: Systematic uncertainties in the third step of the selection,
the photon reconstruction, arise from the description of \muon interactions" in the ECAL,
the rejection of hadronic  decays by ECAL cuts, the photon reconstruction eciency and the
energy calibration for the photons, which aects the energy cut-o and hence the eciency and
background from migration across the energy cut-o.
First, the reliability of the simulation with respect to \muon interactions" in the ECAL has
been studied using e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
events with no photon radiation. Such events are obtained
by requiring muon momenta close to the LEP beam energy and a back-to-back event topology.
The remaining radiative background with photon energies larger than 200MeV in the reference
sample is 2.5%. These clean muon candidates were examined for the probability to reconstruct
fake photons by applying the third step of the 
 
! 
 




 selection. A fraction of 1.5% of
the muons pass the selection. The background from real photons (>200MeV) in these events is
31% according to the simulation and the fraction of muons passing the selection agrees between
the data and Monte Carlo simulation within the errors (0.97  0.11). Because this is the largest
background contribution it is also one of the largest contributions to the systematic uncertainty
of the reported measurement (c.f. table 2).
Next the inuence from hadronic  decays on the photon reconstruction was assessed using
reference data samples of hadronic  decay modes. These reference samples were selected by
means of the channel likelihood technique [14] but without using ECAL variables. The deviation
between data and Monte Carlo, when applying the third step of the selection procedure to this
sample, is statistically signicant and results in a correction factor of 1.28  0.14 for the
background from hadronic  decays.
The uncertainty in the knowledge of the photon energy enters into the systematic error due
to the 1GeV cut-o. Here both the eciency and the background originating from migration
depend on the reliability of the reconstructed photon energy. Two eects can cause the photon
energy to be mismeasured, the rst is mis-calibration of the ECAL, and the second is incorrect
estimation of muon energy depositions leading to mis-calculationss of the photon energy in
decays where the muon and the photon overlap. A systematic study was performed using
e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
 events for which the photon direction and its energy can be inferred from the
measured muon track momenta. The selection of the events demands that the muon tracks have
z chamber hits and that they be separated from the jet chamber anode planes in order to provide
a good momentum measurement. Only events with some ECAL energy close to the expected
position of the photon are considered in order to ensure correct kinematic reconstruction which
is not disturbed by a second, large undetected initial state radiation photon or momentum
mismeasurements. This method works best if the photon cluster and muon track have a large
opening angle (

> 10
o
) with respect to each other and for photon energies of at least 1GeV.
With this reference sample the calibration of the ECAL energy can be tested. For small opening
angles (

< 3:6
o
) where photon and muon cluster overlap, the uncertainty in the reconstructed
photon energy due to the overlapping muon cluster is assessed. For these events, the kinematic
reconstruction is less reliable and can only be performed for photon energies above 5GeV. Fig.
4(a) shows the intrinsic biases inherent to this check. For events with large 

the kinematically
reconstructed photon energy (E
kinrec
) on average deviates from the true energy (E
true
) by at
most 100MeV. The rise away from zero at larger E

is due to initial state radiation causing
the predicted E
kinrec
to be too large. The small 

behaviour is dominated by a dierent bias
due to the nite muon momentum resolution, particularly at high muon momenta, and the
11
1=E

behaviour of the E

spectrum. The E

spectrum shape leads to more high energy muons
than low energy muons. Therefore, any particular energy bin will, on average, contain more
muon events which have migrated from a higher energy bin than from a lower energy bin. This
results in a measured muon energy which on average is too low, which in turn results in a
kinematically reconstructed photon energy which on average is too high. In the region of large


the expected photon direction is more sensitive to the measured muon momenta. Therefore
the requirement that an ECAL cluster lies close to the expected photon direction suppresses the
eects of mismeasured muon momenta. Fig. 4(b) shows that reference data events and Monte
Carlo events agree within errors when comparing the kinematically reconstructed energy with
the measured ECAL energy. Note that in g. 4(b) E
kinrec
  E
true
of g. 4(a) is replaced by
E
kinrec
  E
ECAL
causing a shift downward. However data and Monte Carlo agree in both regions,
for large and small angles between muon and photon. Since within the errors of '200MeV the
reconstructed photon energy in data and Monte Carlo agree over the entire E

range, we take
200MeV as the uncertainty at the 1GeV cut-o energy and account for it in the contributions
to the systematic error from migration eects as well as from the selection eciency.

 
! 
 




 candidates N
cand
267
Number of produced  -pairs N

133970
Selection eciency 
sel
21.2  0.8 %
uncertainty due to:
reconstructed photon energy
+ 0:3
  2:0
%
photon reconstruction  1.3 %
photon conversion  0.3 %
Correction factor for
Background Number of events
Monte Carlo estimate
fake photons by muon interaction 68.2  8.4 0.97  0.11
nal state radiation from the  21.5  2.5 1.00  0.06
hadronic  decays 44.2  8.3 (1:28  0:14) (1:12  0:13)
migration across energy cut-o 11.9
+ 10:8
  4:4
 
-bremsstrahlung 0.2  0.2  
e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
5.0  2.1 1.00  0.06
e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 

+

 
0.0  1.7  
e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 

+

 
0.0  1.3  
Total background N
bkgd
151.0
+ 16:3
  13:0
Table 1: Selection eciency and background estimate. The second column of the background
entries shows the Monte Carlo estimate already corrected by the correction factor of column three
derived from a comparison with reference data samples (see text). Note that the correction is
only applied when the correction factor does not agree with unity within its error.
Finally, the photon reconstruction eciency derived from the Monte Carlo is tested, again
using events of the type e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
, requiring E

> 5GeV and a small opening angle bet-
ween photon and muon (

< 3:6
o
). Applying the selection cuts of the photon reconstruction
to both reference data and Monte Carlo events, the resulting eciency ratio is shown in g.
5 as a function of E

. The average is 0.96  0.06 consistent with unity and the distribution
is consistent with being at in E

. The uncertainty in this number is taken to apply down to
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Figure 4: Test of the reconstructed photon energy with e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
 events. In (a) the
dierence between kinematically reconstructed and true photon energy is plotted as a function of
E
kinrec
for MC events using samples with small (

< 3:6
o
) and large (

> 10
o
) opening angles
between photon and muon, respectively. In (b) the dierence between kinematically reconstructed
and measured photon energy in the ECAL is shown against E
kinrec
for data and MC. Two regions
are considered: small angles between muon and photon where one is sensitive to systematic
eects in the reconstructed photon energy due to the overlapping muon, and large angles where
the ECAL calibration can be tested.
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Figure 5: Ratio of the eciency of the photon reconstruction between reference data and Monte
Carlo. The horizontal line indicates the weighted mean of the eciency ratios in the dierent
energy bins (0.960.06).
Systematic uncertainty
Source
relative to B(
 
! 
 




)
 pair preselection  0.5%
Total number of  pairs for normalization  2.6%
Selection eciency
Monte Carlo statistics  3.7%
uncertainty due to photon reconstruction  6.0%
uncertainty due to photon conversion  0.5%
uncertainty on eciency and migration
background due to photon energy reconstruction
+ 10:5%
  9:3%
Background
fake photons by muon interaction  7.2%
hadronic  decays  7.2%
nal state radiation  2.1%
e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
 1.8%
Total systematic error  16.8%
Table 2: Contributions to the systematic error of the branching fraction measurement.
energies of 1 GeV and is included in the systematic error. The same systematic uncertainty is
assumed for background originating from FSR o the  because the same photon reconstruction
is applied. Theoretical errors in the description of FSR of the  production are expected to be
much smaller than the assigned error from the photon reconstruction and the statistical error
of the Monte Carlo estimate.
The selection eciency is also inuenced by photon conversions due to the requirement that
there be only one charged track in the decay. The systematic uncertainty in the simulation
of the conversion probability of photons is studied using e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
and e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
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events. Tagging such events by identifying one cone as an e or  respectively, the conversion
rate is compared between data and Monte Carlo by comparing the number of events with more
than one good charged track in the other hemisphere. The next-to-highest momentum track
is required to have a momentum larger than 0.5GeV because the test should be restricted to
photons with an energy greater than 1GeV. Assuming that the total number of FSR photons
in these events is simulated correctly, this directly tests the fraction of converted photons. This
comparison results in an uncertainty of 10% for the conversion rate. Given a conversion rate
of ' 5% this translates into a systematic uncertainty of 0.5% for the selection eciency.
Non- background from e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
events enters into the systematic error only due
to the modelling of \muon interactions" and photon reconstruction which have an estimated
uncertainty as described previously of 11% and 6%, respectively. Eects in the  pair event
selection are negligible in comparison
4
.
Contributions from other background sources are taken directly from the Monte Carlo simu-
lation and their quoted systematic error is from Monte Carlo statistics only. The background
contributions and eciency, together with their systematic uncertainties, are listed in table 1.
Table 2 lists the contributions of the various sources to the systematic error of the branching
fraction measurement.
Result and Conclusions
The branching fraction is calculated using
B(
 
! 
 




) =
N
cand
 N
bkgd
N


sel

boost

The number of selected candidate events N
cand
, the estimated number of background events
N
bkgd
, the total number of  decays N

, as well as the selection eciency 
sel
, are given in table
1. The factor 
boost
is needed in order to convert the measured fraction of 
 
! 
 




 decays
with photon energies (E

) above 1GeV in the laboratory into a branching fraction for photon
energies (E


) larger than the corresponding cut-o energy of 20MeV in the  rest frame. This
is the minimum energy in the  rest frame required for photons to pass the 1GeV energy cut in
the laboratory. Assuming Standard Model energy and angular distributions 
boost
is determined
to be (67.3  0.2)% . The quoted error arises from Monte Carlo statistics only.
Using the numbers from table 1, the resulting branching fraction for 
 
! 
 




 is
measured to be:
B(
 
! 
 




) = (3:0  0:4 0:5) 10
 3
for E


> 20MeV;
where the rst error is statistical and the second systematic. The result is in good agreement
with the theoretical expectation of 2:82  10
 3
taken from the Monte Carlo with leading-log
calculation as implemented in PHOTOS[10]. Fig. 6 shows the comparison between data and
Monte Carlo for the measured photon energy spectrum (a), the distribution of the angle between
4
Large systematic uncertainties in the e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
background occur in the anode plane regions[2] which
are excluded in this analysis.
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Figure 6: Comparison between data and Monte Carlo distributions for the decay 
 
! 
 




.
(a) the photon energy spectrum, (b) the photon angular distribution, and (c) the reconstructed
 invariant mass. The points with errors show the 
 
! 
 




 candidates obtained from
the data and the solid histograms indicate the Monte Carlo estimates. Background is indicated
by the shaded histograms. In (b) the cut on cos 

has been removed.
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muon and photon (b), and the  invariant mass (c). The good description of the measured
data by the prediction gives further condence in the procedure for background estimates using
the Monte Carlo together with reference samples. In particular, the rst and second bin of the
 invariant mass distribution shows this, as the background peaks in the rst bin whereas the
signal, i.e. data minus background, has its maximum in the second bin.
In order to compare our result with the measurement from MARK II [11] we also ana-
lyze the branching fraction for cut-o energies of E


> 37 MeV. This results in a value of
B(
 
! 
 




) = (2:7 0:6)  10
 3
for E


> 37 MeV, in excellent agreement with the
MARK II measurement, but with an error smaller by a factor of two.
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